Automate finance operations and improve your bottom line.

In today’s challenging and unpredictable market, finance departments must continue to operate in the most efficient manner. According to a report by Gartner, companies that adopt hyperautomation will reduce their finance function costs by up to 40%. The Automation Success Platform can help finance teams streamline accounts payable, improve cash flow from billing and collections, and automate manual accounting processes.

Still manual. Still slow.

Despite custom applications and workflows, many firms still rely on manual processes for data sourcing, manual reconciliations, and reporting. This is not only time-consuming and challenging but also takes valuable resources away from higher-value work. Investing in full-time employees to gather and verify data can be costly for firms. In fact, according to CFO.com, on average, FP&A employees spend 75% of their time on data gathering and administrative tasks, leaving only 25% for providing value-added analysis to the business.

The Automation Success Platform.

Built on a cloud-native architecture, Automation Anywhere’s Automation Success Platform empowers finance and accounting teams to automate end-to-end business processes. The platform enables you to discover, measure, and continuously optimize automated processes to boost productivity every time they run. Leveraging the power of intelligent automation, artificial intelligence (AI), and APIs, the Automation Success Platform helps your teams accelerate their work and transform the way business is done.
Operational efficiency
Process silos and disconnected systems hinder the ability to efficiently close the books. Automating financial operations increases productivity, frees-up time for analysis, and improves job satisfaction. From invoice validation to billing to account reconciliations, automation streamlines the entire process, saving time and money.

Data visibility
Automation can provide access to data quickly and efficiently. Finance teams no longer are trapped in Excel files and backend systems. Easy access to data accelerates the financial close and dissemination of financial information enabling teams to make more timely decisions.

Controls and governance
Strengthen SOX controls, increase financial transparency, and maintain accounting standards compliance by utilizing a secure, enterprise-grade platform. Automate data collection, reconciliations, journal entries, and audit tests to eliminate errors and reduce compliance risk.

Here’s how it works.

Process Discovery
Uncover inefficiencies and process variations across your enterprise with AI-powered Process Discovery, accelerating both automation and transformation. This always-on discovery capability quickly identifies processes without disrupting employee workflows, mapping out granular day-to-day operations where people, apps, and data interact. By pinpointing inefficiencies, you can optimize processes, reduce time to automation, and fuel your automation program.

Automation Workspace
The Automation Workspace can automate all kinds of digital tasks and processes that are repetitive, effortlessly automating both modern, web-based applications and older, legacy systems, making it an ideal solution for bridging technology gaps and connecting previously disconnected processes. Weave in automation to build a unified and aligned digital financial operation that transforms your system of work.

*Source: Based on Automation Anywhere Business Value Engineering metrics.
Automation Co-Pilot

Automation Co-Pilot is your helpful automation assistant that brings intelligent automation directly to your teams, embedded in their preferred applications they use every day. Automation Co-Pilot runs automations on-demand, across any application and process, helping to pull and surface data, update systems, and execute processes in the background—speeding your teams’ productivity along the way. Accelerate contract management, order management, or revenue cycle management with this frictionless, embedded experience to drive success from day one.

Delivering business results for companies and their finance teams.

**experian.**

150% productivity gain

Automating data entry and reporting processes in finance resulted in significant improvements in productivity and employee satisfaction.

**Stanley Black & Decker**

$3.4M in savings

Automated accounts payable and data processing that took the burden of closing off manual tasks for finance teams.

**Stant.**

80% invoice straight through processing with 100% accuracy

Intelligent automation took on the tedious invoice matching and data entry work, detecting invoice errors or exceptions and moving them through an approval workflow notifying their human counterparts of pending issues.

Document Automation

With Automation Anywhere’s Document Automation, use the power of cloud and AI to quickly extract and embed document data into the flow of work. It’s the only automation solution that provides intelligent document processing as an integrated part of the platform, helping you save time and money on the path to growth.
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